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Introduction
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• Many enterprise directory implementations are aging
– Vendor acquisition leads to end-of-life for some key solutions

– Existing directories may not be conducive to cloud migration or integration

• Globally - at the level of the Identity and Access 

Management layer, enterprises need to look at directory 

approaches that can support:
– Global scalability and flexibility in support Customer IAM, IoT

– Privacy regulation support

– Expansive federation

– Cloud-enabling

– High performance

• This is the time to give thoughtful consideration to the design and deployment of 

an Enterprise Directory that carries your enterprise well into the future  



Agenda

• Quick recap – how Enterprise Directories have 
evolved

• Moving forward – where is your Enterprise 
Directory going?

• Customer case study – how has RadiantOne
FID facilitated a global deployment?

• Summary
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Legacy Enterprise LDAP Directories:

Brief History Lesson

• From where did Directory Services emerge?
– LDAP/X.500 – white pages for global telcos, enterprises

• Late 80’s-early 90’s

– Active Directory, Netware DS/eDirectory LAN directories

• Early-to-mid 90’s

• Adopted many LDAP characteristics, schema, naming hierarchy

• Incorporated purpose-specific object classes and attributes to optimize user 

and machine authentication, authorization, identification on LAN

– LDAP enterprise directory – Netscape, then Sun, IBM, Oracle, CA, etc.

• Mid-to-late 90s into the 2000’s

• In response to the rise of Internet/intranet connectivity

– Enabled authentication and authorization services to span beyond LAN

• Adopted IETF standard object classes and attributes

• Afforded easy extensibility to accommodate much more than just LAN 

users/objects
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Legacy Enterprise LDAP Directories:

Brief History Lesson

• From where did Directory Services emerge?
– Meta Directories –Novell, Sun, IBM, CA, MS, smaller vendors bought 

by larger ones, etc. 
• Late 90’s to early 2000’s

• In cooperation with or instead of bona fide provisioning solutions

• Facilitated near-real time synchronization of identity data between 
authoritative source systems and target systems, including LDAP Enterprise 
Directories

– Virtual Directories – led by Radiant Logic
• Early 2000s to present

• As bandwidth and processing speed improved, virtualization reduced the 
need to synchronize (copy/write) between authoritative sources and target 
systems

• Greatly enhanced runtime identity data consumption by enabling business 
data transformation rules to facilitate access control

– Cloud Centric Azure AD
• Consistent with the trend toward cloud migration and Identity as a Service 

(IDaaS) models, Microsoft introduced Azure AD and AD Connect 
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LDAPv3 Is the Directory Standard

• What is a “standard” LDAP directory?
– Each directory supports LDAP access protocols but all have variations 

in the implementation of the storage (indexes, default schemas, 

supported controls, password encryption, etc.)
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OpenDS, 

OpenDJ
Azure AD

Limits 

extensibility 

and flexibility



Moving Forward –

Where is YOUR Enterprise 

Directory Going?



Exploring Key Options for Enterprise Directory 

Deployment

Replace Oracle/Sun Directory

– Since Oracle acquired Sun in 2010, the globally 

pervasive deployments of the SunOne Directory 

have gradually reached end-of-life

• Oracle doesn’t have a strong cloud offering for 

integrating directory services in support of scalable 

authentication and authorization 

• However, even though your enterprise directory may be 

obsolete, there are good options for integrating existing 

authoritative identity data (whether on-premise or in the 

cloud) to a directory in the cloud

– Enables the establishment of a globally accessible, 

highly performant and secure enterprise directory 

that can scale in support of ever-important security 

services such as authentication and authorization
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Exploring Key Options for Enterprise Directory 

Deployment

Migrate to Azure AD

• Integrate with the cloud (Azure AD) and integrate cloud-based 
enterprise services such as SaaS Workday, O365, etc.

• Azure AD Connect is a tool and guided experience for connecting 
the on premise identity infrastructure to Microsoft Azure AD. 

• Azure AD Connect encompasses functionality that was 
previously released as Dirsync and AAD Sync. 

– These tools are no longer being released individually, and all 
future improvements will be included in updates to Azure AD 
Connect.

• Azure AD Connect GA was released to the public on 24 June 
2015

• Azure AD Connect is a basic identity data synchronization tool, 
but does not enable data transformation, schema mapping and 
inclusion of additional attribute repositories (whether on-prem or 
cloud-based)

– Such features are key to cloud-enabling the enterprise to 
securely support a much wider range of use cases for 
internal, customer-facing and expansion into IoT
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Exploring Key Options for Enterprise Directory 

Deployment

• What about Amazon Web Services?

• Amazon does not have an official directory such 

as LDAP for standards-based authentication and 

authorization

• Enterprises can run their own directories on AWS

• Particularly useful for Customer IAM (CIAM) use 

cases that require scalability and elasticity around 

the globe, in addition to satisfying regulatory 

compliance issues aimed at personal information 

sprawl
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Customer Case Study



Case Study Requirements Summary

• Attributes are key: 

– Privacy laws must be supported 

– User identity data (attributes) are the keys to 
proper authorization 

– Attributes must be authoritatively sourced
and protected from misuse

– Distributing sensitive user attributes throughout 
the enterprise and cloud environments must be 
done carefully 

• Solutions must run in the cloud, at scale:

– Directories must be configurable and 
manageable in a global cloud environment

– An increase in scale should give incentive to 
simplify the environment

– Loose-coupling of identity management 
components becomes more important as new 
approaches to services integration continue to 
emerge (e.g., RESTful interfaces)
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Identity
Data

ID Data 
Abstraction

BYOI

Federation

Self 
Identification

IAM in the Cloud



Global Scale / Regional Privacy
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Global Scalability Leveraging Infrastructure
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Legacy Enterprise LDAP Challenges:

Renovate the Core

• The current directory is inadequate:

• Costly licensing and maintenance fees

• End of life support

• Inadequate performance

• Inflexible for new applications

• But legacy application dependencies on aging LDAP directories are 

holding you hostage.



IAM, CIAM: A Unified Identity Service to Drive Every Initiative



The Challenge of a Fragmented Distributed Identity System



More Identities, Better Scope—

the Secret to Boosting Your Federation IdP Deployment



Federation Only Federates Access (SSO)…

….How About the Identity Part?



… and the Legacy LDAP and consuming applications 

subsystem?



Details



A new Identity platform for Access Management for the cloud is 

required

• Two Drivers:

1. Access (IdP, Federation, WAM)

2. Provisioning and syncing to the 

cloud

Azure AD

AD

LDAP

Federated Identity Layer?

1. Proprietary WAM 
(SiteMinder)  or standards-
based (Federation)



A new Identity platform for Access Management for the cloud is 

required

• Two Drivers:

1. Access (IdP, Federation, WAM)

2. Provisioning and syncing to the 

cloud

Azure AD

AD

LDAP

Federated Identity Layer?

2. Provisioning and syncing



Cloud Application Layer

Cloud apps need identity too:

Provisioning and Syncing Identities to the Cloud with RadiantOne

Identity Sources

Federated Identity Layer

Azure AD

Amazon Web 
Services

AD

LDAP



• As a proxy to existing backends, RadiantOne intercepts and logs all client application requests, which can 

then be analyzed to understand what information is currently being used.

Migration Process
Analysis: Understand and Reverse Engineer Existing Client Queries/Needs

Client Applications

Requests

Example of RadiantOne access log analysis:
1. Siteminder issues a search to the VDS for: 

(&(cn=<login name>)(objectclass=person))
2. Siteminder issues a bind with DN returned from search

CN=xyz-myuser,OU=USERS,OU=TESTOU,OU=PW,OU=PWMUSER,dc=mystore,dc=com
3. Siteminder performs a base search on the user entry to find the pwdlastset attribute value.
4. Authorization is checked. Siteminder will search for a group.
5. Siteminder will check to see if the user in question is a member of the group.

Sun (LDAP) Directory



Migration Process

Analysis: Inventory Existing Schema Objects and Attributes

• Get an understanding of the schema elements within in the current 

directory

Object Classes

Attributes



Migration Process

Design: Reflect Existing Hierarchy in New Directory

c=us

o=airius

ou=people ou=groups

cn=aaron cn=HRcn=laura

LDAP Directory

cn=Sales

Proxy for the entire existing tree

c=us

o=airius

ou=people ou=groups

cn=aaron cn=HRcn=laura cn=Sales



Migration Process

Design: Virtualization by Model



o=vds

c=MX c=US

st=CAst=Baja Sur

l=Novato

uid=ljones

l=La Paz l=Cabo San Lucas

uid=scane uid=kcone

Migration Process

Design: Model New Hierarchies/Views for New Initiatives

Reflect a new hierarchy in RadiantOne

LDAP Directory



Migrate data

Migration Process

Storage: Select a Compatible Store

New LDAP Directory

Existing Applications Leveraging LDAP

SUN LDAP Directory



Migration Process

How HDAP Compares to The Classic LDAP Directories

• What is a “standard” LDAP directory?

– Each directory supports LDAP access protocols but all have variations in the 

implementation of the storage (indexes, default schemas, supported controls, 

password encryption, etc.)

OpenDS, 

OpenDJ
ADLDS



• HDAP is the RadiantOne Big Data directory

– a Next-Gen LDAP V3 compliant Directory Driven by Big Data and Search 

Technology

• This highly-available version of LDAP offers better performance and 

increased scalability.

• Beyond LDAP, HDAP supports other protocol such as SQL and ADAP 

(REST interface to LDAP)

What is HDAP?



• The RadiantOne Federated Identity and Directory Service is made of two 

main parts:

– An integration layer based on virtualization

• Used for analysis and design

• Ensures business continuity during migration

• In-place directory migration: Remapping and caching the original directory

– A storage layer 

• Highly Available Directory Access Protocol (HDAP)

– Based on big data technologies

– Fully LDAP compatible with a modern architecture

RadiantOne Architecture

Integration Layer

HDAP

Storage



RadiantOne Complete Solution: Service Components

• Federation Layer
• SAML, WS*, OpenID Connect, Oauth

• Identity Virtualization and Integration Layer
• Access via LDAP, SCIM, SPML, SQL, REST, 

SOAP
• Connect to LDAP, SQL, Web 

Services, APIs, SPML, SCIM, Legacy
• Consumer specific views

• Simple Correlation 
and Disambiguation

• Identity Hub and Synchronization Layer
• Identity Hub based on RDBMS
• Sophisticated Correlation and Disambiguation
• Synchronization across legacy and cloud systems



Deployment and configuration: Pick your speed of adoption

1) Tactical: directory legacy migration/replacement 

• Tactical versus Strategic

– Tactical project/Point solution: directory migration/replacement. Replace your legacy LDAP with a 

modern solution that includes directory but also an integration/virtualization layer that future-

proofs your investment

– The advantage is narrower scope 

• Replacing the legacy/older but expensive system

– But with a starting point that will allow extension as you go



• Integrate, rationalize, and deliver the right identity data to your applications
– Improve performance (auth, authz) and save time by normalizing the management of users and groups

– Adding new user populations quickly w/o requiring changes to many applications.

– Move to data-driven groups and reduce static group management.

• Simplify the Move to the cloud (O365 and Other SaaS Apps)
– There is a lot of focus on federating user access, but you also need to federate your identities! Especially for large, complex identity 

infrastructures that have:
• No single AD domain containing all users

• Duplicate user accounts across AD domains and forests

• Users outside of AD sources (extend authentication to and/or retrieve profile attributes from)

– Have a single logical place to authenticate users and retrieve a rationalized view of groups.

– Use the global reference image to provision to cloud applications.

• Address custom data requirements and provisioning to different clouds
– It is very likely that for medium to large organizations you will deal with more than one cloud (Azure, AWS, Google cloud etc…)

– Customizations/computations can be done at the RadiantOne layer, not at each application, letting them focus on the services they provide.

– Each application can have their own “virtual view” (specific mappings, computations, attributes).

• Maximize your ROI
– Pick your rate of adoption that makes sense based on your IAM plan/blueprint

• Start with a point solution, a small tactical project like directory migration, directory replacement by a directory virtualization objective

• Or go full swing if your project calls for a strategic, digital transformation/IAM Blueprint with a complete Federated Identity and Directory service

– Re-use the Federated Identity Service layer for other initiatives:
• Other applications (e.g. Cisco Unified  Communications Manager, Qumu, SiteMinder, Salesforce, SharePoint…etc.)

Summary


